


How to Be a Powerful Leader 
& Lover Who Everyone Admires 

•Source your power from within you
•Get real with the feminine
•Use your sexual energy with awareness

1) Finding your inner power is the essential first step. 

If you get power by climbing over others, your self-confidence will always be shaky. If instead 
your power comes from feeling centered and connected to your deep truth that doesn’t depend 
on the approval of others, you’ll earn the respect and trust of colleagues and lovers. 

You can connect with your inner power and truth by opening and listening. It is vulnerable 
because it requires an inner posture of receptivity - something men are taught is un-masculine.  
Many people avoid the shame of looking within by continually grasping outside themselves for 
power, and then walling themselves off from connection in order to defend it, but this is not true 
inner power. Inner power brings openness rather than contraction and defense.

Here are 3 ways to know where you stand:

-Do you often please others at your own expense, and are you unable to speak your needs or 
desires, especially if it might be uncomfortable for others?

-How do you talk to yourself inside your head - is it all criticism and shame, or are you able to 
praise yourself?

-Do you feel centered, grounded & connected to your body? Are you able to use your breath & 
posture to help regulate your emotions?

If you are stuck in people pleasing, beating yourself up, and in your head, you will not be able 
to lead powerfully. 

Some men have shied away from owning their power because they don’t think masculine power 
can be a force for good.



2. Getting real with the feminine can be one of the deepest 
processes a man can undertake in his life. 

What this means is you become aware of how you relate to traits typically associated with 
women. For example: emotion vs thought, intuition vs logic, cyclical vs linear, process vs goal 
orientation, individual vs communal. 

If you habitually judge the ‘feminine’ traits as weak or inferior, then you probably have 
internalized the dominant values of our culture, which sees ‘masculine’ traits as more desirable.

The reason I use ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ here is because actually the traits in both columns 
belong to all of us - ‘masculine’ is not the same as ‘man’ and ‘feminine’ is no the same as 
‘woman.’ These are human traits - we have the full range of possibilities within us. A man has both 
feminine and masculine sides, and so does a woman. It’s also true for gender nonbinary folks. 

Yet our culture values the masculine side so much more than the feminine that many people, men 
and women alike, tend to unconsciously suppress the feminine qualities.

It’s much more acceptable for women to take on qualities and activities traditionally considered 
‘masculine’, such as weight training or leading companies, than it is for men to take on feminine 
qualities, such as contemporary dance or childcare.

This is a problem when it comes to relating. Women are hungry for men who can meet them on 
deep emotional levels. But for many men, feeling anything other than anger is shameful - boys 
grow up relentless teased if they show any qualities that make them ‘like a woman.’

Getting real with the feminine, then, is about coming to terms with how much shame there is 
around anything to do with feminine qualities. When we suppress our feminine, in the inner and 
outer world, then we loose access to a deeper side of life. It’s like we’ve chopped off half of 
limbs but we’re pretending we haven’t - we insist on continuing to play masterpieces on the piano 
when we’ve only got 1 hand. We pretend we can hear the whole thing but only half the piece 
gets played.

How we get real involves reclaiming parts of ourselves we may have suppressed out of shame. 
Or, learning to put on and use a new limb. It means learning to feel, move, and even speak in 
new ways, as we start to get inputs from a part of ourselves we didn’t feel before.

They end up on the other end of the spectrum - instead of being stuck in aggression, defensive-
ness and disconnection, they are passive, pleasing, and lacking good boundaries - the so-called 
Nice Guy. 

In either case, connecting with your power requires re-evaluating your own ideas of what it 
means to be a man. This work is greatly accelerated through working with a coach, having solid 
male friendships who hold you accountable, joining a men’s group, and coming to terms with 
your father.



3. Bringing consciousness to our sexuality is one of the fastest 
ways to feel more powerful. 

Here are some common issues that keep men from feeling fulfilled sexually:

 - The focus of sex is all on your performance
 - The focus of sex is all on pleasing her
 - You avoid talking about sex with your partner
 - You repress your desire out of shame or fear of hurting others
 - You have unresolved fear around sex from past abuse
 - Masturbation is compulsive, secret & dependent on porn

I will say again that these are all common - the norm rather than the exception. 

Additionally, having unresolved wounds, anxieties, and addictions around sex lead to physical 
problems with ‘performance’ - which are also common.

So how does conscious sexuality resolve these?

 Consciously sexuality means we become aware of our desire and relate to it as a 
welcome and powerful part of our being. We start to notice the way it drives us, and instead 
of being at its mercy, we choose to use it to help us feel more alive and embodied. We use 
it to become energetically powerful, so what we want comes to us, rather than endlessly or 
compulsively chasing, which gives our power away.

Conscious sexuality means we choose to talk about sex with our healers, friends & partners. 
This starts to take away the shame and fear. We choose to develop a meaningful self-pleasure 
practice, where we reclaim masturbation from the shadow and instead make it a triumphant & 
revitalizing practice performed with full awareness. We slow down, stay in the present and in the 
body, and relate to ourselves with love & celebration. 

Do you have any questions? 
I want to know what you think!” Drop me a message via the contact 

form on my website!

 It means asking the women in our lives to honor and respect our full humanity, too, just as wom-
en ask men to both adore our sensuality and respect our intellect.


